SecureMe Wins the Mobile Innovation of the Year Award 2020
SecureMe, the innovative security app is victorious at the National Technology Awards 2020.
The innovative mobile data security app was shortlisted as a finalist in not one but two
categories; Security Innovation of the Year and also Mobile Innovation of the Year. The
SecureMe team is thrilled to announce that we have been awarded the prestigious Mobile
Innovation of the Year award at this year’s National Technology Awards Ceremony.
It was a privilege to be nominated alongside several other big names in the tech industry and an
honour to celebrate virtually with fellow award-winners. We secured the win thanks to our
technologically advanced mobile security app and we are delighted at the response it has
received from the judging panel. Our mobile app has made it on to the award winners list due to
its intelligent approach to data security.
SecureMe is an award-winning app that not only educates phone users by informing them about
the personal information their apps actually have access to, but it also guards your privacy
simultaneously. SecureMe prevents apps like Facebook and WhatsApp to name a few, from
retrieving data without your knowledge. It also boosts your battery life in the Process.
The 2020 National Technology Awards is a celebration of the most innovative and impressive
technological advancements and brings together the most highly respected tech inventors to
impact the industry. The event was co-ordinated by National Technology News and we are so
excited to have been a part of this inspiring evening.
“Receiving this award is recognition of the hard work carried out behind the scenes, but also a
celebration of the innovation present in the industry currently. We are honoured to be
recognised by such a prestigious awards board.” states James Dunne, Founder and Director of
SecureMe.
This win is the latest is a string of successes for mobile data security app SecureMe.
The celebration that is notoriously held at the London Marriot Grosvenor Hotel in the heart of
Mayfair was held virtually this year in order to comply with safety restrictions related to
COVID-19.
Award winners were decided by an independent judging panel and announced in an online
broadcast on the 30th November.

You can check out the full list of award-winners on the National Technology Awards broadcast
here.
Download the SecureMe App on the Google Play Store and leave us a review so we can continue
to improve the usability of our mobile app.
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